oi" the maximum rnihen the series resonance condition is satisfied (r'ie. 3).
Calculation of substrate tuning circuit
In order to und-erstand the growth rate depend"-ence on the external inductance, ac potential of the glowing region is analysed' A simplified equivalent circuit of a drum type reactor as shovn in Fig. 2 provides the relationship among the radlo frequency (np) vortages of cathode (t*), plasma (i ). and anode (V ) -By neglecting a stray capaci '-S 5 tance of the tuning network and resistors in the sheath, the fotlowing equati-ons are obtained: Fie. 3 Now, we discuss the case of the present, d.rurn type reactor whose the effective area of the powered electrode is nearly equal to that of the substrate el-ectrod.e and. signiricantly larger than that of the wal-l. Since C = C^ (or A-= A^), ee. (f ) carl yields V' -0. This implies that dc self-bias on the powered el-ectrode is almost zero. The potential difference betveen substrate and plasma being equal to V + (V -V ) is infered to be related -pps to the growth rate because it is sensitively dependent on the external inductance L. where e9 is the permitivity of vacuum, k is Boltzmann's constant, T^ is the efectron temperature of g plasma and q is the charge on an el-ectron. L^ is the Debye length d_escribed as: L^ = (eskt lnq')''t (6) Here, n is the electron density in plasma. The form of f(V) for V<O indicates that the sheath is basically shorted as a consequence of f(V) + -, and. the electron density in the sheath is given by n exp(qlVl/t<t"). 'rn) and Kino.'"' They assumed that the ion sheath current is a space-charge-fimited current, which sustains the ion current in the glowing region.
Based on the above d_iscussion, the value of V + (V -V ) is calculated as a function of the 
